Good Morning Willow Class
Who watched the news yesterday. Who celebrated when it was announced that all children
would return to school on the 8th March. Who cried? Whose mum and dad cheered, wept
and did a dance of joy that embarrassed you?
I know that I can not wait to have every single one of you back in on the 8th of March. For
the time being the home learning continues and I will continue to write nonsense about
the odd things in my head.
Please keep the work and emails coming in to Willow@Brinkworthearldanbys.wilts.sch.uk.
Mr Foster

Wednesday 24th February 2021
Timetable for today


9.00 – 9.15 Maths Booklet



9.45 – 10.45 English



10.45 – 11.00 Break



11.00 – 12.00 Maths



12.00 – 1.00 Lunch



1.00 – 1.30 Reading Time



1.30 – 2.15 Music



2.15 – 3.00 History

9.00 – 9.15 Maths
Did you know that there
are only 30 of these
sheets?

Last big effort for sheet
29. Tomorrow is the last
one…but don’t worry, I
have a cunning plan!

9.45 – 10.45 English


WALT: To identify the features of a diary entry



In this lesson, we will discuss the PALLP and features of a diary entry. We will
also identify these features in a model. In this unit, we will be discussing
issues of racism and discrimination in Britain. For some people this will be be
a sensitive topic. If that applies to you, you may want to do the rest of this
lesson with a trusted adult nearby who can support you.



https://teachers.thenational.academy/lessons/to-identify-the-features-of-adiary-entry-cngp6d



You will need some paper, a brain and a pencil. Did you know, although the
contents of a pencil is referred to as ‘lead’, pencils do not actually contain
any. In fact most pencils contain a mixture of graphite and clay

10.45 – 11.00 Break time!

Remember to have a snack and a drink. To help with
drinking 1.5 to 2 litres a day, why not drink an ice
cream smoothie? Milk, your favourite ice cream or
yogurt and just mix them together.

11.00 – 12.00 Maths
Lesson overview: Compare and classify quadrilaterals

In today’s lesson, we will classify different types of quadrilateral and learn about
the sum of their internal angles.
https://teachers.thenational.academy/lessons/compare-and-classifyquadrilaterals-71h38c
Extension
Only using a ruler, can you draw the perfect equilateral triangle where all the
sides and angles are exactly the same?

12.00 – 1.00 - Lunchtime


Congratulations you have earnt your lunch today



Remember to work on your target of drinking 1.5 to
2 litres of fluid a day.



In Brinkworth, it is global Jacket potato awareness
week. Where people all around the village
celebrate the humble baking spud. So why not join
in the first holding of this long standing annual
event. The organisers have classified Marmite as
not fit or worth to adorn for the king of the spuds.

1.00 – 1.30 Reading Time


Time to read.



Go find a book you would like to read and enjoy…



Make the most of this opportunity. Next week I have some
reading comprehension tasks for you to do during reading time!



Also – remember our Zoom call where we will be looking at
angles from a different angle!

1.30 – 2.15 Music
WALT: To sing in canon
Oh yes! Mr Foster is giggling as he sets this piece of work. Close the
doors, seal the windows, hide the cat and warn the neighbours… it is
sing time!
In this lesson, you will have the opportunity to explore your vocal range
with a stretching warm up, followed by learning two songs to sing in
canon
https://teachers.thenational.academy/lessons/to-sing-in-canon-71j3gr

2.15 – 3.00 History


Lesson Overview: How did Hitler rise to power?



In this lesson, we will learn about how Adolf Hitler ascended from fringe
activist to Chancellor and Dictator of Germany. We'll learn about how the Nazi
Party was formed, and what it believed.

https://teachers.thenational.academy/lessons/how-did-hitler-rise-to-powerchk30d

Willow Class


Thank you to CM for being first to send in some examples of his work that he has done already this
term. Please send some of yours in so I can add them to this page

